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(The drawings here are in correct order with Swami’s information but adjusted to N being at the 
top of the drawings.) 

 
1.  A perfect square shaped house is always advisable. 

 
Number one priority any house, any land, it’s always advisable a perfect square.  If it’s 
30 feet, 30 feet (30 ft. x 30 ft.); if it’s 60 feet, 60 feet (60 ft. x 60 ft.).  That’s perfect, no 
problem.  (remark: best: square, 2nd: rectangle, 3rd:circle) 
 
 

 
 
 
2.  A northeast extension is advisable. 
 
This is also very advisable – the extension of the NE.  And that extension has to come 
from 50% or 60% of the property.  Then let’s say this NE extension is advisable.   
 
 
 
3.  Never have a property with a northeast cut.   
 
If this property is cut off, let’s say from here like this (NE cut) never, ever stay in that 
property.  Super danger.  
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4.  How to fix a northeast cut of a property. 
 
If this property is cut off like this (NE cut) you have to make this one (see chart) 
straight. Then it’s advisable.   
 
But you can also make it straight like this (rectifying inside the property) but still this 
affect will be more (adding NE land to rectify).  NW very danger.   

 
 
 
5.  A little bit of a SW extension is ok if there is a huge house. 
 

But this little bit of SW extension, when you really build a huge house here, then it won’t 
affect the SW. Even though the SW even though extended you can still cut it off.   

 
 

Super Dangerous Vaastu Bullet Points 
 
 
 
6.  Cuts and Extensions danger points. 
• Never cut off NE 
• Never extend NW 
• Never extend SW or WS 
• Never extend ES 

 
 
 
 

7.  Slopes danger points. 
• Never slope to the S 
• Never slope to the SW 
• Never slope to the W 
• Never slope to the NW 
• Never slope to SE 
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Even though you have the great good house Vaastu inside, you have great perfect 
entrances, perfect lawn, but whole property fall off (from these inauspicious slopes) - 
super danger.   
 
Let’s say you have beautiful walls, perfect like this (shows chart) the W slope instead of 
the E slope like this (chart) you can’t get success.  The slopes always super dangerous.  
You have to always count on that.  You got it here? 

 
 
 
8.  A mountain in the north is dangerous even if you have a mountain in the south. 

 
Let’s say there are gigantic mountains in the north, no. Even though you have beautiful 
house, and have the same mountains in the South balancing it is not advisable, no.  
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9. A mountain in the east and a mountain in the south is ok, but not 100% ok. 
 
 
Let’s say you have the S mountain, and there’s no N mountain, but there’s an E 
mountain. - it’s ok, not 100% ok, but it’s ok.  
 
  

 

 
 

 
 
 
10. A mountain in the east and west is a super danger. 
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11. A mountain in all directions is acceptable. 
 
 
 
Let’s say W mountain, N mountain, S mountain, E mountain - it’s ok.  All mountains.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
Gerdie:  If you’re down? 
 
Swami:  Yea, all mountains if your property is here. 
 
 
 
12. A mountain in the E brings poverty, addictions, depression. 

 
Swami:  For example, in our Penukonda, three sides are mountains., only on our N side 
there is no mountain.  But in Penukonda on the E side you can see there Baba Fakkrudin 
here, on the other side here is our ashram.  Baba Fakkrudin Samadhi’s , the village and 
the mountain in the E, very gigantic mountains… these people always know very super 
poverty.  Close to that E mountain, majority it’s drug addicts, huge addictions, in 
vairagya, in lot of depression… and E mountain brings lot of weight on them.  (remark: 
W-mountain only few meters in W of mandir, East-mountain distance more than 1km to 
mandir.) 
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13. A north mountain brings poverty, makes women become widows or prostitutes or 
divorced. 
 
If it’s N mountain, 100% broke, ladies will become big prostitutes or widows––no 
husbands, or many husbands, big divorce problems, financial problems.  This is all kind 
of the ladies’ worrying problems they’ll receive if the N mountains are there.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
14.  You can challenge the globe with a South or West Mountain and a Northeast or 
East slope. 
 
Always super good thing is S mountain, W mountain.  You can challenge the globe if 
you have the property to really slope down like one kilometer to the NE or the E.  One 
day you’ll have the life with this property.  
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15. If you want to punch the globe with your message, it’s advisable to a mountain or 
river in an auspicious direction. 
 
If you really want to start a center, if you want to become a kind of number one, you 
want to give your message the planet, it’s always advisable to choose a mountain or 
river.  Are you writing this down?  I don’t think so I’ll repeat these points again.  The 
mountain is a S or W mountain. Or, if you don’t have a mountain, let’s say a river.   
 
 
 
 
16.  Flowing water in auspicious directions is power. 
 
On your property if the river is going pretty good from SE to NE.  Or, let’s say it’s going 
in a beautiful direction from the WN to the pure E or from the SW towards the NE.  
Even if you don’t have any mountains, just your property has big canal or big lake, big 
water flowing.  Flowing water is always power.  The flowing water on the E side or N 
side are super good. 
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17.  Water in the wrong directions brings a lot of diseases. 
 
If the river is on the opposite side, if the water is going to the W, the water is going from 
here to here this way or here to here this way (shows the different inauspicious 
directions of water flowing on the chart), it’s more dangerous than the mountains.  The 
water element really causes a lot of diseases.  A majority it hits on the health.  
 
 
 
18.  If you’re one kilometer away from water in an inauspicious direction, you are ok. 
 
If you’re a little far away, like one kilometer, you’re pretty good ok.  How often you go 
that door/road that counts - it’s very important.   
 
 
 
 
19.  A northwest entrance will cause the Crown jewels to either be moved or lost.   
 
You can see in the London on one side of the Thames River, I went there where all the 
jewelries, diamonds, unbelievable valuable things are just sitting in a perfect Vaastu 
place––amazing wealth.  The property is like this. 
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The water is going.  The river is in the N.  That building it’s perfect NE entrance and in 
the SW there is a little height (in that building).   In the pure SW, all the jewelries are 
there, all the crowns.  It made clear sense to me; 100% clear sense.  Then I thought, ‘Why 
is nobody using this crown and this jewelry?’  Then I started to think more depth on it.  
In the WNW of this building, one street is coming directly (auspicious street focus).  To 
here there is one big entrance, NNW entrance (inauspicious).  More than this the NE-
entrance, this entrance is really hitting very badly.  In the globe, according to the 
Vaastu, one day they’ll have to move this jewelry some place or they’ll lose this.  Once if 
the NW keeps hitting it, it’ll become controversial property – nobody can use that.  So 
this affect is very bad on them. 
 
Calvin:  Is there any way of telling what the period of time is before that affect actually 
hits? 
 
 
Swami:  Once if you put it there, minimum 6 years, maximum 12 years the action will 
start. 
 

 
Questions & Answers 

 
Marsha:  (summarizing) River from SE flowing N but cuts NE corner, creating a SE 
extension. 
 
Swami:  No, not advisable. 
 
Barantha:  Even if you cut off the SE part? 
 
Swami:  To your house, your property? 
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Barantha:  Yes.   
 
Swami:  It’s ok but you can’t stand there.  Any questions? Hello? 
 
Dana:  So that the mountains and the river to have positive affect it means it must be 
less than one kilometer from the property, otherwise it doesn’t have this affect? 
 
Swami:  How far our W-mountain is to our ashram? 
 
Ann:  Very close, quarter of a kilometer.  
 
Swami:  You ever seen the backside of this ashram?  It’s just from here until to that edge 
wall, it’s like that (close-Dwarkamai to East until wall at the end of the slates).  But even 
though the E is little height there (east of Ashram) I wasn’t able to tolerate that.  First 
remove it.  I removed it.  E – not advisable.  
 
How to fix the Dwarkamai 

 
I’m giving a puzzle to you guys today – homework to your minds.  Why the 
Dwarkamai not using much; why Swami, the people not using it much.  What is the 
defect?  What are the positive marks; what are the negative marks?  This Dwarkamai.  
Ramakrishna?  Why the people are not using this much as a mediation center? 
 
Peter:  Has no N one part. 
 
Swami:  Lot of N.  Ok whoever is expert on the Vaastu guys, Ann, RK, Ted, the senior 
students, I’m giving pretty challenging work this… how to fix Dwarkamai.  You need to 
fix Dwarkamai, that’s for sure.   
 
 20. In your home or business if anybody’s giving you a hard time, try to put them in 
NE or SW. 

 
Let’s say if you have crazy enemy in your life.  As a beautiful friend but same time 
enemy.  He’s really driving you crazy.  He’s your partner.  He’s staying with you in 
your house.  
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Or, let’s say even your wife is torturing you.  Let’s say you have big fighting with each 
other.  There’s unnecessary commandings are coming.  Whoever is giving a trouble, it 
means 100% he uses this part (NW) or this part (SE) giving you headaches.  Either the 
NW or SE.   At the time, try to make them move in the NE part or try to put them 
completely in the SW.  They won’t give you headaches.  NE or SW.  SW you might 
think is a big commanding, dominating but also lot of work will come there.  
Understand Ann?  Even I want to command on you, I’m in SW, I don’t have time to 
think on you to command on you.  You know what I’m saying?  Whenever I start to 
thinking many calls come, I get diverted. And when I’m in the NE I don’t care, I just 
simply relax.   
 
So in your home, in your business, anybody’s giving hard time, try to put them in NE 
or SW. 
 
21.  Sleeping in the Northeast. 
 
Marco:  I thought we’re not supposed to sleep in the NE in the house?   
 
Swami:  You can sleep, no problem.  I’m sleeping in the NE, what’s wrong in that? 
 
Marco:  I just read it in the Vaastu book not to sleep in NE.  
 
Swami:  If you want to get relaxed, you can’t sleep in the SE.  The children can sleep but 
if you really want to get relaxed go to the NE and get the beautiful thoughts.  But 
students in the beginning stages I won’t recommend you to sleep in the NE.   
 
Ann:  Swami there’s some confusion because we say in the book that NE bedroom 
creates health problems, except for small children.  
 
NE-CUT 
 
Swami:  Yes that’s true.  NE cut… you make like this, entrance like this (chart).  

 
 
Children they’re always playing.  They won’t stay in one place in the house, isn’t it?  
For 
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example I have to give a practical example.   
 

 
 

Case Study 
 
In our ashram before there was one accountant.  His name was Ramesh and his sister 
was Prashanti and Mr. Giri  was Prashanti’s husband.  (Mr. Giri was the security 
guard).  They were staying here in the SW apartment in room #8 and #9.  

 
   

The wife and husband were traveling to the NW from our ashram.  Then from there 
they turned to go to the NE; from there they turned to the SE for 300 kilometers.  What I 
tested, in the car…  The husband is a night security guard.  He never slept in the house.  
Giri’s wife, Prashanti, and her brother (Ramesh) their car rolled over like five times.  
That security guy (Giri) just he came out of the accident with no injuries.  The two, 
brother and sister (Prashanti and Ramesh) got on the spot dead.  Why is that?  The 
security guy was all the time working in the ashram.  Only the brother and sister got on 
the spot dead.  They stayed six months here.  Some defect is there, what is it?  It’s a case 
study.  I hope after a few months later, after you really understand the Vaastu, you can 
answer to me.  I mentioned they went this way – NW; this way – NE; and this way – SE.   
 
Calvin:  Going back to the example you gave of the couple who’s car turned over and if 
I heard you correctly you said the night security guard survived it.  Did he survive it 
because he didn’t sleep in the house? The Vaastu didn’t affect on him. 
 
Swami:  He received the powerful vibrations of this whole area.   
 
 
22.  Some odd shaped houses can create dangerous cuts and extensions. 
And another thing, if this is your property, is it advisable? (No.) Why is it not 
advisable?  
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Ann:  It’s a NE cut. 

 
Swami:  But it’s pure North extended, isn’t it? 

 
Ann:  Um hum.  Still it’s a NE cut.  According to my knowledge I would say it’s a NE 
cut. 

 
Swami:  This type of property and houses I saw in Germany.  They make kind of like a 
castle.  Very dangerous.   
 

 
 
23.  You should not stay in a house with a dangerous roof slope. 

 
And roof slopes, like this type of roof slopes.  Sometimes the roof slopes are pretty good 
sloped down to S, SE little bit.  I’m talking about the roofs.  It’s a super danger.  The 
slopes, even though you have gigantic house with gigantic NE slope, but with pretty 
good slope (roof) in the S you should not stay there.  Let’s say SE, S slope.  If this slope 
is like that, even if gigantic NE slope (on the property), you cannot stay here.   
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To me, I was in Adalie’s house.  They gave a beautiful bedroom.  Just SE (roof) slope.  I 
can hit the roof easily (touch it).  And I had to walk to the NE to the bathroom.  How 
many feet Ted?  (5, 6 feet)  NE toilet 5 feet height.  No way.  Even she had gigantic N 
space, pretty good N empty and lot of space there (property), that house is little torture.  
Where you’re staying, that property, that house, that environment, you’ll be responsible 
50% - 80%, depends how much you use it. You’ll automatically receive those vibrations.   
 

Questions & Answers 
 
 

Arnie:  What if you put it the other way around, you have a S slope on the property and 
you put the roof sloping to the NE.  Is that like fixing it? 

 
Swami:  No. 
 
24.  How to fix a house in the N of the property. 
 
Rick:  I think the most important question in Vaastu for me, is what to fix and what you 
cannot fix.  Can you give some golden statements what is possible to fix and what is 
impossible to fix?  Can I give one example.  Many houses are in the north (of the 
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property) in Germany.  And so far I don’t know any remedy for this.  So do these 
people have to leave the house or is it possible to fix?   
 
Swami:  You want me to talk honestly? 
 
Rick: Absolutely. 
 
Swami:  Depending on how much you’re giving to me then I’ll talk on it.   
 
Rick:  It’s not for me.  A friend is suffering and that’s why I’m asking.  He’s not the only 
one.   
 
Swami:  You have to cut that S space.  Need to cut that S off, no more land there. 
 
Rick:  That’s the only remedy? 
 
Swami:  You can’t fix it.  You have to cut the S.   I’ll give the bad, taking the top 100 bad 
Vaastu points, I’ll give the remedies for it.  100 or 150 or 200 points.   
 
Student:  Cut to make a wall or cut to sell it? 
 
Swami:  Make a wall.   
 
Student:  Bush or wall is ok? 
 
Swami:  Bush is fine but you should not walk there. 
 
Student:  should not walk through. 
 
Student:  You can keep the property?  You have to sell it or…? 
 
Swami:  No, you have to give it away.   
 
25. The positive effects of a round building are there even if you only have a portion 
of it. 
 
Ricardo:  If you own one quarter of a round building, does the Vaastu still not matter in 
this quarter if you have an apartment in one quarter. 
 
Swami:  Give me an example. 
 
Ricardo:  A friend lives in a round tower and she owns one quarter of the ground space 
of the building.   
 
Swami:  Still affects.  For you guys… Let’s say my neighbors, who own the apartments, 
why I keep giving Vaastu power more, really more, one day you’ll see the results.  You 
know what I’m saying?  I no need to do that.  It has to.   
 
26. You should climb a mountain up the east or north side, not the west and south 
side 
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Eddy:  You talked about mountain climbing in Hampi, is there a relation to the 
mountain itself, that you can only climb certain slopes of the mountain, or is it the 
relation to where you live, the direction, to the mountain? 
 
Swami:  For example, if you want to climb this mountain (Penukonda mountain), 
you’re a mountain climber, that’s your hobby, take a compass… you should not go to 
the other side of the mountain and climb it towards the E (direction).  Take the W 
direction. 
 
Sally:  Like climb from this way up.   
 
Swami:  Climb this way. 
 
Marco:  You can come back the same way though cant’ you? 
 
Swami:  Coming down E isn’t it? 
  
Marco:  It’s ok. It’s just going up that’s problem. 
 
Swami:  Yea.   
 
Adlar:  Is it possible to receive also good vibrations climbing a mountain in the right 
direction? 
 
Swami:  Yes.   
 
27. An apartment in Penukonda and a power spot count as your Vaastu. 
 
Arnie:  Once you explained when we’re living here in the good Vaastu we have to feel 
this is our home and not our homes is in Germany.  What about people like me who 
don’t have an apartment but I have my power spot, which is where my soul home is. 
 
Swami:  Yes.  Your soul it counts.  If you really had your apartment here think this is 
your house. 
 
Arnie:  If I don’t have an apartment but I my power spot… 
 
Swami:  It’s fine. 
 
28. Even a perfect Vaastu house is not acceptable if the property has a river flowing 
in the wrong direction. 
 
Ann:  If you have the river flowing in the opposite direction but you have a perfect 
Vaastu house, it’s still negative? 
 
Swami:  Yes. 
 
29.  Only a maximum of a 15 to 20 degree tilt on a house is acceptable. 
 
Steven:  I have a property that has perfect Vaastu but the house is tilted like 40 degrees. 
 
Swami:  Are you sleeping well in that house? 
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Steven:  I don’t have it but I know many places like this. 
 
Swami:  40 degrees tilted that’s really a lot.  15-20 degrees tilted that’s maximum.  40 
degrees––no. 
 
Kaylash:  Does that mean sell such a compound if it’s 40 degrees tilted? 
 
Swami:  Don’t stay there.  First few months with me guys on the Vaastu, don’t get 
compromised.  Whatever my open, strong decisions, try to receive that.  Then flexible 
decisions take later that.  When you’re really squeezing me…  You need the perfect 
decision from me, ‘This is yes, this is no.  No compromise.’  Get like that.  First get all 
the things, then go for any remedies.   
 
Ina:  In our property the slope is NE but just outside the property it’s going up.  Is it 
affecting? 
 
Swami:  I already told it the slopes around the house, around the property, that’s more 
dangerous. 
 
30. Selling a house with bad Vaastu.  
 
Rozalyn:  If you own a house with bad Vaastu and you sell it, isn’t that a bad karma?  If 
you know this house has bad Vaastu and you sell it to someone else? 
 
Swami:  Of course.  But if there’s no possibility, you have to give it away.  It’s not bad 
karma, it’s a kind of, until they face it again they’ll sell it.  Let them burn their karma in 
that place.  I have to burn their karma. 
 
Rick:  I can tell a story.  Many people don’t want a NE balcony in Germany.  They want 
a SW, a S, a W balcony.  And they don’t want to extend property in the N and the E.  
They want S extension and W extension.  And so it’s not difficult; it’s their choice, they 
want it.  So I don’t think it’s so negative.  They don’t even want a good Vaastu house in 
Germany. 
 
Swami:  It doesn’t surprise me.   
 
Marco:  Swami where I use to live there was a huge drop to the N and the E but there’s 
also a slope down to the W and S.  Is that also no compromise even though you have a 
giant slope to N? 
 
Swami:  Which direction majority you’re mostly using it…  
 
DON’T CHOOSE THAT CRAZY DIRECTIONS.  DON’T GET COMPROMISED.   
DON’T GET COMPROMISED. 
 
Deanna:  If you have a river in the positive direction but it’s flowing in a negative 
direction, in the N flowing to the W, and your property comes to that river, is there a 
way you can fix that within your own Vaastu boundary? 
 
Swami:  You can’t fix it.  We’ll talk on the negative fixing points later on. 
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31.  A tiltled house will cause depression, loss of prosperity and possible addictions. 
 
Rick:  Are there any specific symptoms when the property is tilted more than 40%? In 
the book there is not mention about it.  Can you tell about the negative affects of a tilted 
house? 
 
Swami:  If the house is tilted, majority the person is always in the depression, losing 
prosperity… depression and losing prosperity it’s there.  In the depression they might 
go with a lot of addictions.  Whenever I saw Simone’s house on the map I really got 
shocked.  Then after I went there I saw how much it was tilted.  It’s almost like perfect 0 
degrees.  Then I took a challenge step; then I can fix it.  She’s still on the waiting to build 
something in the SW.  You got your permission? 
 
Simone:  Not yet but hopefully it’s very soon.   
 
Swami:  Then after that you’ll be fine.  After you did certain things did you get any 
relief? 
 
Simone:  There was a huge relief after fixing the SW.  While doing it I was very bumpy 
during the work, when they started digging the earth.  But after that good. 
 
Swami:  Good. 
 
32.  Don’t try to use meditation to fix Vaastu. 
 
Adlar:  Is it possible to make protection circles with meditation if the Vaastu is not 
really good?   
 
Swami:  Don’t link with meditation and Vaastu, guys.  You see my life.  I’m not 
compromising.  I’m not seeing it like my life; it’s everybody’s lives who’s staying here.  
Like you’re 99 years lease your apartment here; that’s your lives.  I don’t want to play.  
Do what the principles say, I’m doing it.  Hun un. 
 
33.  The master’s sankalpam is needed to remove someone from bad Vaastu. 
 
Student:  You said what is good or bad Vaastu place depends on the karma of the 
people.  How can you help people with a bad karma?  How can we change that? 
 
Swami:  If you have bad karma, 100% automatically you’ll go bad house.   
 
Student:  But how to help them out then? 
 
Swami:  Sankalpam.   
 
Rick:  Who’s giving the sankalpam?  I know many people in bad Vaastu.  I gave them 
all the advice to move but they aren’t able to move.  They can’t leave their houses.  
What sankalpam is necessary, the master’s sankalpam or their sankalpam or what is 
your advice? 
 
Swami:  Master.   
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34.  To determine a placement of a building on a property you have to consider the 
entire property. 
 
Gabe:  Swami these NW apartments here, don’t they have negative affect on the mandir 
because they’re in the NW, although you have 2 walls in the street there? 
 
Swami:  No. 
 
Gabe:  There is no negative affect although the surrounding, from the Vaastu point here 
is in the NE? 
 
Swami:  That’s 100% perfect than this apartment.  I’m planning to move to that place.  I 
have beautiful gigantic bedroom this much length (of Dwarkamai porch).  That’s 100%.  
SW apartment is 85%-90%.  Mandir is 100%.   
 
Gabe:  So how can you relate it to this mandir because from the mandir it’s NE and it’s 
height in the NE? 
 
Swami:  Since how long you’re studying with me? 
 
Gabe:  Seven years. 
 
Swami:  I answered that same question to you. 
 
Gabe:  You did, I know, but still it’s not clear somehow because last time you said 
‘there’s a street isn’t it,’ so I thought you’re fixing the surrounding street and the walls.   
 
Swami:  Try to see the length of the property it is - E to W.  Then if it’s really edge, then 
it comes NE.  The street is going out(all the way to the east).  That is NW, not NE.  No 
problem.   
 
I’m starting to complete the remaining floors too (of NW apartments).  Like same 
building making one more building there.  Three gopurams will come on it.  By Shiva 
Ratri we’re going to open that building.  Then coming to the SW.  Some people are 
working on the marble statue.  I don’t think so we can get from Jaipur, Mahakali 
Mother Divine marble statue.  I’m planning to get from Italy, Italian marble.  Shipping 
from there.  That’s big punch.  In Shirdi that marble, that’s not Indian marble, that’s 
Italian marble.  That’s from Italy.  In the harbor in Bombay, somebody brought it.  That 
stone stayed for three years; nobody took it.  Somebody ordered it and the harbor guys 
they want to cut it to give away to somebody.  One devotee of Baba he got a dream, 
‘there’s a beautiful rock there, go and get it.’  He got it.  That is Italian marble.  We’ll see; 
that’s his decision what he’s going to do here.  Next? 
 
Sally:  I’m a little confused about the walls because, does it matter you have different 
size walls in different quadrants as far as the whole property Vaastu?  Like you have a 
high wall here in the mandir quadrant but then is the NW apartment part of this Vaastu 
quadrant because that makes that apartment NW to the whole property but to that high 
wall, that would be outside.   
 
Swami:  What’s your point? 
 
Sally:  I’m confused about the heights of the walls and the quadrants. 
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Swami:  Quadrants means? 
 
Sally:  The sections.  You have the temple section, the mandir section, the NW 
apartment section.  And how much these separate sections, their Vaastu matter in 
relationship to the overall property Vaastu? 
 
Swami: It’s perfect.  One day what I’m planning is to remove all the E walls.  
Completely move the E walls.  Take these S walls too.  This length how much is there, 
then go the S that much length, making one big compound wall.  But the day comes 
with only building it with the rocks 35-40 feet height. 
 
Sally:  So we should only think the whole property, not these sections when we’re 
thinking the Vaastu here? 
 
Swami:  Yes.   
     
Bert:  In the SW apartment building above the middle N there’s an extension, like a 
balcony.  So is it a NE cut then? 
 
Swami:  How come it’s cut? 
 
Bert:  In the book it’s a NE cut then. 
 
Ann:  If you have a middle N extension that creates a NE cut. 
 
Swami:  But we didn’t make that roof all the way up the floors… just little portico here.   
 
Ann:  So because it’s just a little portico, it doesn’t go up all the way the building, it’s 
not considered a middle N extension. 
 
Swami:  It’s not completely gone up like that, you understand? 
 
Bert:  Yes.  And another question, when there’s a roof with a slope to the N and in the 
NE there’s windows extending out… 
 
Ann:  (talking to Swami)  Sometimes I’ve shown you little windows that people have 
designed that are outside. You said they are ok.  (Shows him the design on paper) 
 
Swami:  But you have the veranda you know… so outside the veranda no problem.   
 
Cora:  Can you draw it on the board please. 
 
Swami:  It’s a simple point; go for big points. 
 
Calvin:  What is the mechanism, the affects of adding the Gopurams, have on the 
Vaastu? 
 
Swami:  Gopuram?  It’s like a pyramidal shape, you’re sucking vibrations.  
 
Calvin:  Is it pulling in more divine energy? 
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Swami:  It’s more powerful vibrations.  Pulling more vibrations… cosmic energy. 
 
Ann:  Swami I have a question about the Gopuram in Tirupati. It’s in the E. 
 
Swami:  I have to give a talk on many types of the Gopurams.   
 
Ann:  In Tirupati the Gopuram in the E is actually higher than the temple. 
 
Swami:  It’s not. 
 
Ann:  It looks like that.  
 
Swami:  It looks like that but it’s not.  But in the Hampi the main Gopuram in the E is 
really huge height.  You noticed that?   
 
Now we’re going to plan our entrance, like N what they’re doing it… the E like really 
going huge height.  I consulted with Ram Brahmam, different specialists.  Still I’m 
thinking on it how to fix the E.  I saw in the Buckingham Palace the pictures.  We took 
the pictures.  You still have that?  To give that same like a Buckingham Palace NE 
extension.  80% that’s similar to this property.    
 
Sophia:  Swami one time you broke the Dwarkamai.  You said it would make the 
processes more successful at that time.  
 
Ann:  Are you talking about one time he changed the door? 
 
Sophia:  One time you broke the Dwarkamai wall in the outside room because you said 
it would make the processes inside successful. It would help the Vaastu. But then you 
put the wall back up, why did you do that? 
 
Swami:  Hobby.   
 
Holly:  (Too long and complicated to put here.  Swami couldn’t understand the 
question and said for her to draw it on a paper and he’ll look at it.) 
 
Swami:  (one thing he answered in general) A property should not be on the compound 
wall… should not touch the compound wall.   
 
Bess:  If you have a powerful NE street focus but the Vaastu is inauspicious on your 
property, does it make the negativity even higher because the power goes there, or does 
it help? 
 
Swami:  You always ask interesting questions.  NE street is good but if the house inside 
some defects, you need to fix it.  But it isn’t raising it.   
 
Hans:  A common problem in Germany, like in Berlin, they have a row of houses, one 
by one and they when they go out from the house they’re on government property.  The 
house is exactly on the border.  There’s nothing left but only the house.  Go inside and 
then you’re on a different property.  So all these houses are bad Vaastu? 
 
Swami:  No compromise.   
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Hans:  That’s huge, millions of houses. 
 
Swami:  No compromise.   
 
Marco:  The ashram has a drop in the S.  There’s a big height and then it drops and then 
again there’s a big height.  Is that affecting negatively on us? 
 
Swami:  Where is it dropped? 
 
Marco:  The little farm behind the compound wall it goes down. 
 
Swami:  It is like this ground height is that height.   
 
Marco:  So going up and down is fine as long as it… 
 
Swami:  No, no, no, the N the fountain depth inside, the S ground is like that height (to 
the NE area).  It doesn’t fall off.  Comparing the S all to the way to the Main Gate, it’s 16 
feet height SE.  My bedroom is like 17, 18 feet height to the Gate.    That NE is that much 
slope.  Clear? 
 
Amery:  Swamiji you say never compromise to Vaastu.  I think for most of us the 
problem is, in western countries most houses don’t have good Vaastu – probably 80%-
90% don’t have good Vaastu.  So it seems you have to build a new house yourself but 
not everybody can afford this.  So how to fix this?   
 
Swami:  Hey, I saw Europe.  I know how the life is there.  Of course I have the remedies 
too.  But take first all the strong statements.  Then we’ll go the depth.  First get 
fundamentals; don’t get panic.  First try to grind that knowledge in your mind as much 
as you can… the real information.  Then go step by step, layer by layer sensitively how 
you can dissect it, can connect this to your life.  Don’t take like your personal where 
you’re staying, you’re seeing it like opposite, don’t get panic.  If your mind starts to get 
panic and nervous, you can’t get information.  It’s super sensitive subject.  Since 8,9 
years, 80% of what I earned money all angles, just I poured on here on the Vaastu.  I’m 
seeing the results.  No compromise, I’m seeing it.   
 
In the NE that huge height (the new land he just bought), hundreds of times, thousands 
of times I put my sankalpam, ‘I need that property, I need that property.’  That guy 
came, he really caught my two legs, “Please I want to sell it.  I’m going to sell this.’  He 
negotiated.  ‘Ok go ahead.’  Then we started digging it.  Lord Venkateshwara came out. 
What is that?  What is that?  Now you can see how much depth I really dug it. 15,16 feet 
I dug it.  Whole government, village and everybody thinking, ‘oh my god Swami is 
really crazy character.’  They love me same time they have big question marks, ‘Why 
he’s digging it.’  Like a huge several hundreds of meters we dug already to the Shiva 
Temple (in the East), No compromise. 
 
Sophia:  Swami let’s say on a piece of property can build a perfect Vaastu.  You said 
100% Vaastu is not good.  So what defect is allowed to have on the perfect property? 
 
Swami:  Do you think this is perfect Vaastu, this property?   
 
Rick:  You said 60%.   
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Other Students:  You said 80%. 
 
Sophia:  What defect is totally not allowed and what is ok?   
 
Swami:  Depends on where you’re staying, the environment.  For example in your 
house if you fix some refrigerator in the NE, that’s enough.  In your bedroom putting a 
refrigerator in the NE.  In my bedroom in the NE I put a refrigerator.   
 
Sally:  That’s ok? 
 
Swami:  I fixed it intentionally.  I put it like that.  NE I put a big refrigerator. 
 
Sally:  What happened? 
 
Swami:  I work a lot.  I won’t sleep in the bedroom like a … 
 
Sally:  You won’t be relaxed. 
 
Swami:  I don’t want to relax.  Midnight at 12:30, I came out after all you guys were 
done (singing bhajans), until 5:30, 6 a.m. I kept walking, thinking different thoughts and 
talking to different international calls and…  But layer by layer I’ll teach you.  Don’t 
think completely on the book (Vaastu book).  Just it’s like 500 points on the Vaastu.  If 
you know it you’re done.   
 
Heidi:  Swami my parents live in a very horrible Vaastu.  Can you help to get them out 
because they live there already 20 years and I’m really worried. 
 
Swami:  Pray to him, pray to Baba let him pull out. Whatever I answered can you go 
through.  Ok?  I’ll go and just you can work. 
  

ENTRANCES, COMPOUND PROPERTY FIXES, STREET FOCUSES 
September 28, 2006 

 
 
35.  The NE quadrant is the Life of the property. 
 
Always, to any property, this is the life (NE quadrant), no matter what.   
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36.  Positive Entrances 
 

a. Middle East 
b. ENE, NNE, NNE closer to mid-N 
c. In the (SE) there’s only (SSE), maximum mid-S 
d. You can go between here (the two SSE entrances) no problem.   
e. WN 
f. middle W; only if it is exactly 50% is ok. 

 
 

 
 
37.  Negative Entrances: 
 

a. (NW-mid N) absolutely not.   
b. (SW-mid S) absolutely not.   
c. (WS -mid W) absolutely not.  
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38.  These two are the most powerful entrances––very powerful.   

a. NNE 
b. ENE 
c. Middle E  

 
 
39.   2nd Most Powerful Entrance 
 

a. SSE (2 entrances) 
 
 
40.  3rd Most Powerful Entrance 
 

b. WNW 
 
41.  NNW defects bring legal problems, controversy, defame, and finally, 
you’ll lose the property. 
 
Anyone who has an entrance here in the NNW, 100% there will be legal 
fighting, unnecessary controversies, defame, and at the last, final stage this 
person will lose this property.  If you’re using this more, then you’ll lose it.  
With this NW entrance if you have the street focus hitting to your house, very 
straight hitting, never, ever stay.  It’s a very bad street focus. 
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42.  For any negativity running in house, check the Vaastu of the entrances. 
 
Many people think there is a negative spirit, a dark energy, in their house, it 
means the doors, the entrances, might be very strange in that house.  First, 
you need to check that.  It’s a very, very, very important point I’m talking 
about.  If a person feels there’s a lot of dark energy or strange vibrations in 
their house it means you should check the doors on each room, the entrances, 
how they’re really going.   
 
 
43.  A NW and SW entrance is a super negative mark. 
 
If you have the two entrances in the SW and NW.  It’s like you cut it and put a 
little pepper on it.  That much. You can’t smile; you have to cry.  This (SW 
entrance) is cutting; this (NW) is putting the pepper.   

 
 
44. A SW street focus, entrance or swimming pool is a life risk. 
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If you have a street focus SW, either you’ll get murdered, suicide, somebody 
will attack on you, or there will be accidents––it must happen, no matter what, 
period.  I can challenge the globe on these golden statements.   
 
The worst case again, the entrance is here (SW), if you have the swimming 
pool, if you have a swimming pool in the (SW), I’m sorry.  You’ll get out; 
you’ll die.  SW swimming pool brings terrible diseases, heartbreak, 
depression, drug addictions, or accidents, suicides, finally death. 100% will 
happen.  Period.  You clear on this?  
 

 
 
45. An ES entrance brings fire related problems. 
 
If you have the entrance here (ES), it’s always fire containing, fire exploding, 
burning the house.   
 
 

ENTRANCES, SOUTH SPACE FIXES, STREET FOCUSES 
September 28, 2006 

 
 
“Vaastu is like one eye and spirituality is the other eye.  I’m very serious!” 
 
“To me, it took three years to study then three years to experience and three years to 
implement then two years to write the book. In your lives, if you really implement the 
Vaastu, if you research, if you really see it, yes, you can see the results.” 
 
 
46. You Have No Right to Give Advice on Vaastu on the Spot 
 
With Vaastu decisions, Vaastu problems, you have no right to give an on the 
spot answer. Take one week to answer.  Think. Stop.  Think.  Stop.  Then give 
the answer.   
 
 
47.  Never Have Even a Small ESE Extension 
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Even if your property is a little bit extended like this (from mid-E to ES), 
period.  Even if your house has just a little bit, like a house wall 5 inches to 1 
foot extended.  
 

 
 For example, if you take this room (SE section), if it’s 30 feet from here (SE) to 
here (mid-E).  30 feet this, and if you look at this (mid E to ES corner) 32 feet 
this way, and this way (at cross line between S & E running to E wall of 
house) is coming little more like 39 feet, you’re in danger.   
 
Always the SE quadrant needs to be perfectly accurate in your property, in 
your house.  
 
48. The Walls of the Building Need To Be Perfectly Accurate, Not Extended 
Into Negative Directions. 

 
The walls of the SW need to be perfectly accurate.   
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This place from here the NNW, almost 50% then it can go extended no 
problem (to NE). 
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49. Positive Extensions 
 
 

 
 
You can also extend a little bit here (WN corner), no problem.  You can go 
extend a little bit here in the (SSE corner) no problem. NE and EN are okay to 
extend.    
 
 
 
50. Do Not Create Odd-Shaped Extensions. 
 
But you should not extend it in like a funny way. Then you’re in danger. 
That’s a tricky point.  If any property is extended like this with a (SW 
rounded extension) you’re really in danger.   
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51.  Remedy for a Property with Too Much Space in the South. 
 
Even if your house is really perfect, all good Vaastu principles, good, but in 
the N you have 40 feet, and in S you have 100 feet, financially you’ll crash, 
you’ll go broke. In all aspects you can’t hit it; you won’t have enough energy 
to give power to this house.  
 
     

 
51a. For South Space Remedy:  Build an Office in the SW 
 
If you have a house like this, and you still want to use the S space, okay, fine, 
you can make one more property construction here in the SW. Build a 
beautiful office in the SW.   
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51b. For South Space Remedy:  Create Correct Entrances 
 
For the office in the SW, have the right direction entrances (NNE, ENE). These 
give good movements on your property by your entrance to the SSE of your 
house.  

 
 
 
 

 
 
You don’t have permission to create an EN entrance on the house. No. If 
you’re going like this the NE is cut off. Then it’s very dangerous.  
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51c. For South Space Remedy:  Create Tiers on the Land 
 
Then make 1st layer of a little ground; 2nd layer; 3rd layer; 4th layer; then 
office is 5th layer (highest ground). Then it can be acceptable. But once you 
start to do (this construction) then you have to do it like with a ‘trigger on.’  
Make all the dirt, equipment, everything, ready, then build it.  Expect and 
prepare mentally for a few months the torture will be there. You know 
headaches? They will be there. A few months later, after you’ve completed it 
layer by layer, then you have to put a SSE entrance (to the main building if 
you don’t have one already.) 
 
 

 
 
 
51d. For South Space Remedy:  Align the Edges of the Buildings 
 
In the N you have 100 feet; S you have 1,000 feet; still you have a lot of E, 400 
feet.  You have W 50 feet. (drawing on left) 
 
But once you build one more house here in the SW, make sure when you’re 
building the house, on the (W side) edge (of main house) and this (W side) 
edge (of 2nd house), needs to be accurate (W aligned in a straight line). Make 
the line at the edge equal. (drawing on right) 
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51e.  Example of Misalignment:  the Dwarkamai, the Mandir, and the Hut. 
 
This is our mandir (SW structure).  We built Dwarkamai to the SE. If you take this 
line (S wall of mandir) to this line (S wall of Dwarkamai), there is a one inch 
difference in the line.  The hut is here (mid-S) that is bad.  It’s not good. (Because it 
is not aligned).  It’s a round structure, I don’t want to disturb it.  ‘Okay, let it be,’ 
but nobody can stay in the hut.  You can go, sit, enjoy, then just come out. 
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51f.  Creating Weight in SW in Order to Build 
 
This is our mandir (in the NW of the entire ashram compound), all the 
apartments are here now in the (SW). This empty space is waiting in the SW.  
I put a lot of weight here. You’ve seen it? I put huge 30 feet of dirt creating 40 
feet height, almost up to the first floor of Baba.  Like this much height (the 
roof of Dwarkamai), the weight is there. I put that much weight then we can 
build something.  
 
 

 
 
 
52.  Correct Entrances for a SW and NW Building on a Property.  
 
Whenever you build here in SW, then you can go straight to SSE entrance to 
the NNE entrance in SW building. When you’re putting this entrance door 
here (NNE of SW building), this door should be exact (aligned with the SSE 
entrance). If you take the thread, that door to door needs to be accurate.  
 
 

 
53.  Don’t Kill the East 
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When you build one more house here (a building to SE of the SW building).  
For example, if you take from the (SW building) to the (SE building) there is 
100 feet, again make sure from the (SE building) to the (E if property) it’s 101 
feet at least.  
 

 

 
 
From the mandir to this Dwarkamai, how many feet, Jerry,it is? (P: 45-50 feet)  
If you take from Dwarkamai again to the next wall (E), more E is there.  You 
should not kill the E.  If you give the less E priority here then whole property 
will get damaged.  Never ever play with SE and ES. 
 
54.  Movements on a Property with Multiple Buildings 
 
 

  
 
 
 
55.  More than One Building on a Property  
 
Then if you really need one more house on this property, between this you 
can also build in the middle a pyramid like shape.  If you have like 2 acres, 
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you can build it there.  But don’t build in the NE.  This area is always like 
positive, holy, 100%  it should keep empty.  
 

 
 
 
 

Questions & Answers on the Remedy for South Space 
 
 

Ann: When you’re building in the SW does that building have to be bigger 
than your main building? 
 
Swami:  No need to.  It’s your office.  It means you need to work there.  Not 
(working) anymore in the house.  (In the remedy), I gave priority to the level 
of the ground only. The ground needs to be extended––creating height 
extensions (creating height in the South).  
 
Hans: How big does the office have to be? In Germany, many of the 
properties are not that big and you don’t get permission to build a huge house 
so maybe one room. 
 
Swami:  Yes, a single room you can build it. 
 
Dana:  In that land where you’re not allowed to build something, the S is cut 
off…  
 
Swami:  You have to give it away. 
 
Dana:  If nobody wants it? 
 
Swami:  Walk away.    
 
 
56.  Defining A Space 
 
Eddy: Swami, I’ve seen spaces in the West that have a roof extending out 
from the house with no walls.  How does that affect on the space inside?  I’ve 
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even seen rooms with no roof, like in Mexico, where you essentially leave the 
roof but there’s an attached room with no roof.  So what is defining the space 
here (Dwarkamai), or is it these walls or the roof? For example, the front of 
the mandir, if the veranda didn’t have these short walls here, would it still be 
middle E entrance? 
 
Swami:  If I put a gate there, all the way NE, I locked it, it means it comes ES 
entrance.  I don’t want to do that.  Does that answer to your point? 
 
Eddy:  Is it these short walls on the veranda of mandir that makes that middle 
E an entrance? 
 
Swami:  Yes. 
 
Eddy:  It’s the walls, not because of the roof?  It’s the walls that have to define 
the space to the entire perimeter. You have to have a wall?  
 
Swami:  Yes. 
 
Eddy:  That’s perfect, thank you. 
 
Marsha:  So, the extension is the floor space, not the roof space? 
 
Swami:  How far you can walk, that’s the point. How far you’re walking, the 
limit, that’s the tricky point.  
 
57.  Roofs with Holes 

 
Marco:  One thing Pat was asking also, in Mexico we saw some houses where 
the walls extended out but the roof did not cover all the way. So the walls 
were there but the roof was only part way, so it was an open roof. How is that 
affecting on the people? 
 
Swami: I have to explain; that’s a tricky question.  Let’s say this is your house.  
You have compound wall like this.  You have one roof here covered (W side 
of roof).  Then one hole here (in the middle of roof); then again it’s covered (E 
side of roof). If this hole is in the middle, straight sunlight is hitting, it’s ok.   
 
If the same hole is here, sunlight is hitting, everything is closed, that’s a 
danger.   
 
 
Same thing is happening in Dwarkamai; this is the point (for fixing 
Dwarkamai). Nothing else is there. It’s a SW hole.  That’s it. So if you have 
here SW hole, and everything is closed (rest of roof) it’s a danger.  
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You can make a NE hole and everything closed, ok. The NE edges are very 
important.  You should not cut the hole like this (rounded edge).  If NE cut 
like this (rounded), no.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
58.  Positive & Negative Street Focuses  
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Positive 
mid-N is super good. 
NNE super good  
ENE super good 
SSE  
WNW 
 
Negative: 
 
#1 danger SSW 
#2 danger ESE 
#3 danger WSW 
#4 danger NNW  
 
Effects of Negative Street Focuses 
 
SSW and WSW give life risk; straight affects on the life.  
  
ESE is always giving fire things, some explodings, any kind of attack. Even 
your house can explode. It only linked with fire. Fire means sometimes the 
ladies in the house can go super crazy with high energy, like hysteria patients.   
 
NNW affects legal battles, 100% defame, controversy.   
 
Sophia:  If any negative direction is hitting your house but you don’t use that 
road, you use a different road, does it still affect on you? 
 
Swami:  Is this ESE hitting your house?  Don’t stay. 
 
Sophia:  But you don’t use it; you use a different road.  Just it’s there. 
 
Swami:  Doesn’t matter.  Like you’re putting one hand in the fire and one 
hand in the ice.  No chance.  Hun un.  
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Never, ever get compromised. Even if you have great good Vaastu; beautiful 
land, good Vaastu, everything fine, but don’t compromise.  
 

General Questions & Answers  
 
Gerdie:  I’m not clear about the NE and sleeping. One part you said you can 
sleep there, as a relaxation.  But, other part, you recommended not to have a 
room there.  And why the children can have a room there? Why children can 
sleep there? 
 
Swami:  They relax more. 
 
Gerdie:  Why is it described when you’re sleeping in the NE that some health 
problems will come up. Why? I still don’t get this point. 
 
Swami:  Read the book about the NE, then we’ll discuss that.  You’re not clear 
on it.   
 
Daisy:  If you have a swimming pool in the SW how long does the defect take 
before it starts happening?   
 
Swami:  It’s a slow poison developing.  Slow poison or at any time can slap it 
out.   
 
Margaret:  What are the danger points of the SE?  Before you explained about 
sleeping in different corners, you said that somebody sleeping in the SE 
would give you trouble. And now you’re saying don’t ever play with the SE. 
What is the danger point? 
 
Swami: No, I’m talking about the construction, the extensions. Sleeping is 
different; extensions are different. 
 
Calvin: Swami you said the swimming pool was in the SW.  That’s very super 
dangerous.  Can somebody fix that by filling the pool up with concrete? 
 
Swami:  If they fill it, it is ok.   
 
Bert: If a NE extension is round, is that ok?  
 
Swami:  Okay, but danger.  
 
Deanna:  I’ve seen examples where there is a defect in the N but there is great 
prosperity being generated.  Like, I’ll give you an example.  In the SE of 
France there’s Monte Carlo, Monaco.  And there’s basically hills and 
mountains in the N, and slopes to the S and E and there’s water in the S.  But 
it’s known for its casinos and lot of money.  How do you explain that? 
 
Swami:  Monte Carlo, I’ve been.  I’ve seen.  It’s very good Vaastu.  The whole 
streets fall off in the N and NE. 
 
Deanna:  What about he height in the N? 
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Swami:  Some are in trouble but the slopes are gigantic to the N and E, they 
goes like that (steep slope).  I’ve been there.  I drove there. 
 
Deanna:  What about the water in the S? 
 
Swami:  That’s why a lot of gambling is running there––depression hearts.  
Tax free, tax exemption, but you have to stay 6 months minimum in a year.  If 
you stay 6 months, of course, you will start a little gambling, then finally 
you’ll lose it. Maybe you’ll gain but majority you’ll lose it.  
 
Student:  I’m wondering about the fountain over here that’s in the SW of the 
new building.  Does that have an affect on the new building?   
 
Swami:  In between there’s a street. I’m planning to dig in this whole N a big 
lake, here, then that building is really under trouble.   
 
Sally:  Is the fire here in the W and SW affecting on the Dwarkamai? 
 
Swami:  No, it’s perfect. 
 
 

LAKES, TIRUPATI, SEPTIC TANKS, HOLES 
October 3, 2006 

 
 
59.  LAKES (or other larger bodies of water) 
 
Wrong lake placement 
 
If this is your property with a compound wall and house facing the E, if the 
lake starts from here, Mid-N, to here, Mid-S, it ends at same spot it begins. It’s 
not advisable.   

 
 
Best lake placements––In the NE 
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This lake you can give 100 marks.  
 

 
You can also give 100 marks to this lake. 

 
 
 
Another Example of NE Water 
 
 
If your entrance is Mid-E, if you go the movement from here (Mid-E entrance 
moving towards NE), and the lake is here (Mid-N to NE corner) you can have 
pretty good success. 
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A Water Body in the West 
 
 
If you have a lake, ocean, some water here (W) and many streets and more 
properties and if this ocean or lake is 100 miles, and the ground ends only 50 
miles, still it’s not advisable. This water or ocean is really huge, and some 
more property is there; again some more streets and properties.  Still that 
impact will be on you.  You understand? 
 
Let’s say like in Los Angeles.  Yes, it’s the right example for this.  The Los 
Angeles town ends at the ocean.  If the water is in the wrong direction of Los 
Angeles, for those guys on the whole belt, simply it’s not advisable. 
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An Example:  Water in the N, S & W 
 

 
 
For example, you have the water like this, what is your comment?  Three 
sides water, but E no water.   
 
Ann:  It’s not good. 
 
Swami:  Why? 
 
Ann:  Two directions have negative water and only one direction has positive 
water.   
 
Swami:  It’s not advisable; 2 are anti-vaastu. (S & W) 
 
An Example: Water on 4 Sides Is Acceptable with a NE Entrance 
 
Swami:   Let’s say you have again water (lake) here; and have little tiny 
mountains.  Is it advisable? All the lakes are the same size. 
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Ann:  No.  Still there’s too much in the anti-direction.   
 
Swami:  It’s advisable or not? 
 
Hans:  It’s like an island. 
 
Swami:  An island is advisable?   
 
Ann:  No. 
 
Swami:  This is not an island; the water is all around but you have some 
entrances, or even little valleys and little mountains.  But it’s not an island.  
This example is ok but the movement must be NE.   
 
 
An Example: Water on 4 Sides Is Not Acceptable with a NW Entrance 
 
 
 
But if you’re movement is going like this (NW or SW) you’re in trouble.  The 
movement straightly needs to hit NE.   
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60.  The Power of Tirupati 
 
We’ll talk on Tirupati, what is the power there.  If you understand that, then 
something you really can understand.  Very soon we’re going there.  
Hopefully, you can observe (it for yourself). 
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• Here is Lord Balaji (#1) 
• Once you come out, a mandapam (#9)(small temple) 
• There’s one door to Balaji (E entrance) 
• These are all verandas on (#5) 
• This is the Narasimha Temple (#2) 
• Inside of the kitchen a huge fire. (#4) You saw it.  When we went inside 

and took the holy water and came out.   
• Once we have darshan we come out (out the E entrance turning to S, 

moving towards SW) this way, we come back this way (moving 
around veranda from ladoo kitchen area to Narasimha Temple).  
Generally, we used to sit in the NE. These are the steps (S of 
Narasimha Temple) (#2).   

• After we come out of (E Entrance of Balaji), there’s one mandapam (#9) 
where all the staff sit.   

• Then you can come out and all the people walk (E to NE).   
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There’s one more huge Ladoo Distribution place. (#6)  The people who 
come here, go all the way, (along W side of building, walking around 
the building to the NW).  
 
 

• They come towards the E entrance of the compound.  Here are the 
Krishnadevaraya’s statues; he and his two wives. (#7) 

 
 
Movements Inside the Temple 

 
 
 

This ES is all an open empty place, hole.   
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Movements Outside the Temple 
When you come exit, there’s a big Gopuram.  Once you come out you have to 
go either this way (towards NE) or (towards SSE). 

 

 
 
The Main Entrance of this Temple is E.  And you go here (SSE).  There are the 
7 doors (to Balaji, all facing E).  
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The Lake, Roads & Height  
 
 
Then 12 feet from compound wall there is one street. The lake starts on the 
other side.  Then, let’s say, for example, the width is 100 feet; then the lake is 
120 feet length.   
 
 
 
It has the perfect four roads (around the Temple).   

 
 
 
 
Then the whole S is gigantic, almost 100 feet height adjoining with S steps 
going down towards the Temple.  From this S height, gradual height, all the 
devotees come (from W to the S height, crossing the S street) to enter in the E. 
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Defects of the Temple 
Of course, we can’t talk minus marks because very successful Temple. 
So even though there are some defects, the fire is balancing them. You really 
can observe it. 
 

• NE is weight (Narasimha Temple); Super danger 
• NE inside the Temple it’s cut.  
• Again weight, one more building NE (Ladoo Distribution Place)  
• WSW Entrance but there’s gigantic height in the SW. Always the 

staff is fighting there. 
• E extension: Now they extended this one, East entrance, that’s 

another danger.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Top Marks of the Temple 
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• But overall we need to take this Compound Wall.  This is most 

important.  We want this.  

 
• The movement, they’re all coming hitting the NE (around the 

Ladoo Distribution place to Main E Entrance).  I’m giving this 20 
marks.  
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• I’m giving the lake 80 marks.   
• I’m giving the movement (out the E entrance towards the NE) 

1,000 marks.  That’s why this Temple is unbelievably successful 
in India.  

 
 
 
 
Tirupati Lake   
 
4 Key Points that makes Tirupati Vaastu so powerful: 
 

1. If the lake got dead here (ended at) this Compound Wall (ENE 
corner), then it would not be that successful. 

 
2.  The extended E of the lake is very important. 
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2. The lake is longer than the length of the Temple.   

 
 

 

 
 
 
4.  The lake is deeper than the height of the Temple. Let’s say the 
height of the Temple is 90 feet, and the depth of the lake is 150 feet.   
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The Power is in the Lake  
 
The lake, the hole, can fix the all the defects of this property.  Amazing, it’s the 
wealthiest Temple.  Everyday millions of people are going; per year easy 30-
50 million people are visiting the Temple just because of the S height (100feet) 
(# 5) and that the NE lake. It’s simply done.   

 
 

The movements are perfect.  Prosperity needs to flow there.  It has to flow.   
 
 
Depth of the NE Lake 
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Bradley:  You said the lake is very deep. Does it mean the lake itself is deep? 
 
Swami:  The lake itself is deep. 
 
Bradley:  So that counts also how deep the lake is? 
 
Swami:  Absolutely.  
 
Eddy:  You said the Temple is 90 feet and the lake is 150 feet; it has to be equal 
or greater depth than that lake.  So you’re saying if the Temple was higher 
then the lake it would not be so good?  
 
Swami:  The lake should be more depth than the height of the Temple.  If you 
want to make a lake let’s say this Baba Temple height, I need to make 20% more 
(depth of water) than that in the NE. Then it takes care of this whole property.  
Then we can remove all the compound walls.  Just we can simply depend on 
the lake.  Take the whole compound walls out.  We’ll take whole movements 
to go to the lake.  For example, how many E walls do we have?  5 walls.  We 
won’t need 5 walls, just all completely the E is open. 
 
Calvin:  Does it also the same for length?  If the length of the Temple is 100 
feet then the lake has to be 20% more length?   
 
Swami:  Yes, it must. That’s very much that’s why I gave the four points; this 
is number one point.   
 
Student:  If the building is becoming longer should the lake be bigger? 
 
Swami:  (gestures in agreement) 
 
Adlar:  You said the fire is better to the Temple but the fire actually is in the 
SW to property.  
 
Swami: This (area to the SE of Balaji Temple) is empty again here. Itself is 
empty, so it only counts here as SE.  (Balaji Temple section from E entrance to 
W compound wall) – it only counts one piece.  But if it comes overall (whole 
compound) it’s one piece.  To this section to him (Balaji Temple) it’s exact SE.  
Clear?  Very important Temple you should understand this. 
 
Recent Renovations of Tirupati Will Bring Problems 
 
Then recently the dug the E.  Before there was a little height in the E––30 feet 
height.  The trustees took little guts like us.  They dug it and extended the E.  
Before the lake was in the NE.  Now it’s coming between Mid-N + NW 
hitting.  It means one day this Temple has the super danger.   
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Every 6 months the sun changes direction 15 degrees.  Not the sun, the earth 
(tilting on its axis, creating affect of sun moving from the NE to SE).  Now we 
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get the E straight here now.  Then later it goes like this (NE).  I hope you 
observed that.   
 
It’s still maintaining now but they just recently changed it one year back.  We 
have to see what game will happen.  Because of that huge lake in the NW and 
they’re using it.  They’re using it.  The Vaastu knowledge just we’ll have to 
wait and observe to see what will happen to that.   
 
SE Water Tank Inside Balaji’s Compound Brings Problems with Women 
 
Ann:  You mentioned once there’s SE water? 
 
Swami:  Yes, inside (temple compound), a small well is here  (SE of Balaji temple).  
Once you come out from the Temple there are huge bells. You can observe.  
There’s a well there.  Like the Shiva Temple (here), to the N side exact there’s a 
well there.  Who has a SE hole he has a ladies problem, minimum two wives.  I’m 
serious.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Hans:  What are the doors inside the walls (Balaji) for? Is it building the E? 
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Swami:  Protection for his jewelries.  You can see once you go in the Temple, 
whole this section (along S wall inside the Balaji Temple), in this area are huge 
gigantic safes keeping his diamonds and jewelries. 

 
Calvin:  Is there a relationship between the Gopuram (dome over Balaji) and 
the Vaastu as it pertains to the lake?  If the Gopuram was not there how big 
would the lake have to be? 
 
Swami: You talking about his toppest Gopuram? It’s a kind of pyramid 
sucking the energy but overall the lake is the power. 
 
Calvin:  Is the lake enhancing the Gopuram? 
 
Swami: Yes.  The lake means whole system is vibrating.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HOLES & SEPTIC TANKS 
 
61.  Creating a NE Room (Hole) Will Fix a Lot of Problems 
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This is the most important thing. You should know it. This is your house.  
You have a beautiful compound wall or you don’t have a compound wall, it’s 
fine.  You fixed good entrances (NE and E entrances). But then a person is 
super fighting––there is really anti-vaastu.  Inside the whole house is crazy.  
Outside the whole property is crazy.  This is the complete environment is 
crazy.   
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
There is a slope in the (SW of property); this is also slope in the (NW of 
property).  There is also slope in the (S of property). . Let’s say our compound 
wall is cut off in the NE.  We cannot fix it.  This (NE cut) is somebody’s house.  
You can’t get out from that house.  What do you need to do?   
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Make your NE an (underground room, basement); make it minimum 20 feet down 
and try to use that.  
 
 
 
 
62.  But a Northwest Hole Will Kick You Out of the House 
 
And if somebody wants to create headaches for you, somebody wants you to 
get out from that house, if they make one hole here in the NW, without your 
notice you’ll move out.  You’ll get court cases, legal battles, all types of 
harassments will start if you make a NW hole.  To this Dwarkamai there’s a 
small hole defect in the NW, that water sink, that’s NW. 
 
 
 
63.  Septic Tanks (update to the Vaastu-book) 
 
Swami:  If you take the property and divide it 50% like this, and if you have a 
farmhouse in the SW section. Where does all your toilet water, sink water 
goes away?  You make holes or just it goes? 
 
Calvin:  Yes, in a farmhouse they make holes. 
 
Swami:  Septic tanks.  Be super careful.  Take this and divide it into 8 parts.  
Minimum you need to come in 3 parts (in the NW); and a minimum you need 
to come in 3 parts in (NE section); 3 parts (ESE); 3 parts (ENE section).  
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 Negative Placement for Septic Tanks 
 
 

 
 
You should not have a septic tank on the W or S side.  Ok, in the worst case 
you can.  But you might think what’s wrong with a septic tank in the NE, 
Swami?   
Swami:  No, you’ll definitely get sick.  Diseases will flow on you.  
. 
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If it’s exact middle N that’s super good, middle E wonderful. That is for septic 
tanks 
 

 
 
If you have another kind of well or super down in the ES that’s not advisable.  
You can’t get success. 
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For example, let’s say the mandir, your apartments are here.  You have the 
NE water (tank) here. To the apartments this is really powerful water here, 
already. You’ve seen that tank, isn’t it? (Remark: the tank is about 60x60ft. 
and 50 feet deep)  
 
 
64. Holes 
 
Positive Placement For Holes 
Middle N, NE, E holes good. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
If it’s exact Middle North that’s super good; Middle E wonderful.  

 
 
Negative Placement For Holes 
ES hole not advisable 
NW hole not advisable 
SW hole not advisable 
S hole never ever.  
If it’s in any side of the S (and W), you’re waiting for death at any minute.  
You’re waiting for enemies at any time. Never, ever.   
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Even if you have holes adjacent your property… you saw the Tirupati Temple 
how much priority I gave to the lake.  Even though you have a small house 
and a 10 feet by 10 feet big hole in the SW, forget it.  Simply hun un. 
 
 
 
 
 
65.  Vaastu Puzzle on Holes 
 
Let’s say this is one whole with 2 acres of land.  These are the roads.  Each 
property has individual roads.  You bought a piece of property like this in the 
layout (Nr.2).  You made a beautiful house here according to Vaastu and you 
made a fountain.  You put a compound wall to your property.   
 
One more person built his house (S plot to the other plot, Nr.1).  He made a 
fountain here in the NE, big hole.  And every person built it the same like. My 
question is, how much is the S fountain from that plot affecting you?  Even 
though you have a compound wall there, but how much is affecting that?  So 
what is remedy to that?  One guy he makes a small hut and just a gigantic 
fountain.  What do you do, their swimming pool in NE makes your S have a 
hole there with more depth than your house (height).  What do you do? 
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End of Compilation 


